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Chapter 1

A New Century

B

ritain became
truly great
during the reign of
Queen Victoria [18371901]. By the time the
20th century had begun,
Queen Victoria had ruled
for more than 60 years.
In that time, Britain
became the most
powerful nation on Earth.
The Britain of 100 years
ago was the world’s great
superpower — in much
the same way as the
United States is today.
It was said that the sun
never set on the British
Empire. It was then that
Britons looked towards
the 20th century with high
hopes.
By the year 1900 cars
had been invented, as had
the telephone and the
gramophone. Electricity
was a new source of
power, and huge advances
in medicine, science and
technology were being
made. The first aeroplanes were already being
designed and people were
travelling as never before.
There was then great
optimism about the
future. The 20th century
was seen as the century
of promise. Mankind was
faced with unlimited
possibilities.

European leaders at the beginning of the 20th century. From left (standing):
King Haakon VII of Norway, King Ferdinand of Bulgaria, King Manuel II of Portugal,
Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany, King Georgios I of Greece, King Albert of the Belgians;
(seated): King Alfonso XIII of Spain, King George V of England and
King Frederik VIII of Denmark

Yet, as the 20th century
dawned, Europe was still
ruled by old men whose
roots were firmly in the
19th century. The great
empires of Europe still
existed, though their days
were numbered. In fact,
within the space of a few
years the old European
order would pass away.
Soon, the leaders of the
old empires would drag
millions of young men
to war.

WORDS
century of promise – a long
period when many new
achievements and improvements
were expected
dawned – began
gramophone – an early name for
a machine for playing records or
discs on which sound has been
recorded; a record player
huge advances – many great and
important improvements; great
progress
invented – created (the person
who ‘invents’ something is the first
person to think of it or make it)
nation – country
optimism – thinking or expecting
that things will be good or better;
thoughts full of hope
order – system (so, ‘European
order’ means the way things were
in Europe at the time)

reign – period of time when a
person is king or queen (the
‘reign’ of Queen Victoria was from
1837 to 1901. She ‘reigned’ for
more than 60 years)
roots – in this case, means
way of thinking (their ideas were
very old-fashioned)
ruled – in this case, means the
same as ‘reigned’
source – usually, place from
which something comes, but here
means ‘kind’ or ‘type’ (electricity
was a new type of power)
superpower – extremely
important and powerful nation,
especially strong with military
power
unlimited possibilities – very
great number of possibilities
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Chapter 2

Christmas 1914

I

magine, if you can,
soldiers stopping a
war for Christmas.
Imagine deadly enemies
laying down their guns,
walking to meet each
other in the middle of
‘no man’s land’ and saying, ‘Merry Christmas’.
The soldiers could
exchange food, walk and
talk together, show
photographs of their loved
ones and children. Perhaps, too, they could sing
Christmas carols
and even tell the
Christmas Story.
Does this sound like
a fairy tale? Today,
perhaps, it does. But
events such as these
actually happened in
France on Christmas Day
in 1914.
All along the front lines,
British and German
troops stopped fighting.
They met in peace in the
area between the trenches
known as ‘no man’s
land’.
It was one of the most
bizarre events of ‘The
Great War’ or, as it’s
known now, World War I.
British and German
soldiers suddenly
stopped fighting. They
had arranged a truce.
Deadly enemies spent

When war broke out in August 1914, soldiers on both sides believed that they would be
‘home by Christmas’. But it did not happen that way — the war dragged on

Christmas Day talking
and singing. Some of
them even played a game
of football together.
All along the front line,
Christmas Day had begun
with the usual sound of
gunfire. Yet, in the midst
of the madness of World
War I, some British and
German soldiers reached
out to each other.
For a few hours on Christmas Day all those years
ago, the spirit of Christmas changed deadly enemies into friends.

After weeks of wet
weather, the 25th of
December, 1914, was
cold and clear. A little
snow had fallen and the
mud of no man’s land had
frozen hard. At many
places along the front
lines soldiers climbed out
of their trenches and
started walking towards
their enemies. These
meetings were not
planned — they just
happened.
Walter Congreve, a
British commander near
the French town of

Armentières — just south
of the Belgian border —
visited the soldiers on the
front lines. Congreve was
surprised by what he
found. In his diary he
noted that British and
German soldiers
‘arranged a truce between
themselves and all day
have been walking about
together, singing and
smoking … The officers
also walked and smoked.
At 4pm it was arranged
that all were to be back in
their trenches, and at
midnight firing would
commence.’
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Close contact between
the British and French on
one side and the Germans
on the other had already
been taking place. This
was because the trenches
were so close to each
other, in some places no
more than a few metres
apart. There are stories of
British soldiers throwing
tins of beef, jam and
biscuits over to the
Germans. The Germans,
in turn, would also throw
things over to the British.
What started the Christmas truce, however, was
a song. German soldiers
arriving in the trenches on
Christmas Eve carried
with them food and
presents. The snow that
had fallen created a real
Christmas atmosphere.
The German soldiers sang
a song which, at that time,
was not so well known in
Britain — Stille Nacht,
Heilige Nacht — ‘Silent
Night, Holy Night’.
The sound of the
Germans singing this
song touched the hearts
of the British soldiers.
Next day, words were
shouted across the
trenches: ‘If you don’t
fire, we won’t fire.’
The soldiers did more
than just talk and
smoke. Souvenirs were
exchanged. For example,
British soldiers were very
interested in the German
Pickelhaube helmets. And
the Germans enjoyed
tinned British beef.
But the most bizarre event

9

of this Christmas truce
was a football match.
Official records tell of
British and German
soldiers near the town of
Le Touquet playing a
game of football. There
was no ball available, so
they played with an old
tin can. And if the records
are true, the Germans
won 3-2.
Christmas 1914 was both
tragic and beautiful. For a
very short time, men who
had been trying to kill
each other found out that
their enemies were just as
human as themselves.
WORDS
bizarre – odd; strange
border – dividing line between
two countries
carols – traditional Christmas
songs
Christmas atmosphere –
feeling or mood that made
the soldiers feel that it was
Christmas
commence – begin
dragged on – continued for a
long time; took a long time
exchange – give each other
something at the same time
fairy tale – story (but not a true
story) where strange or unusual
things happen
front line (or front lines) –
where two armies face each
other on the battlefield
generation – very large number
of people born about the same
time
imagine – think about
in the midst of – in the
middle of
loved ones – in this case,
means wives; could also
mean husbands (a ‘loved one’ is
anyone you are very close to
that you love)
mud – very wet earth or ground
no man’s land – empty area of
land between two armies
route – way that leads from one
place to another
souvenirs – things, objects, to
remind someone of a particular
occasion
The Great War – period from

On January 9, 1915, the front cover of the British
magazine The Illustrated London News showed this
picture of enemy soldiers meeting in no man’s land.
The snow that had fallen created a real Christmas
atmosphere. The German soldiers sang a song which, at
that time, was not so well known in Britain — Stille Nacht,
Heilige Nacht — ‘Silent Night, Holy Night’

August 1914 to 1918 when a
number of countries, mainly in
Europe, were at war; now known
as ‘World War I’ or ‘The First
World War’
tragic – very sad
trenches – long ditches or holes
dug in the ground where soldiers
could hide
truce – agreement made during
a battle to stop fighting for a time
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The Great War 1914 –1918

W

hen the news
came it was like
a bolt from the
blue — Britain had declared
war on Germany. The date
was August the 4th, 1914.
British newspapers stated
that war had been declared
because the German army
had invaded Belgium. And
in those days, Britain
had an agreement to help
Belgium in time of war.
The problem had all started
in a faraway country called
Serbia. On June the 28th,
1914, Sarajevo, Serbia’s
capital, was the scene of a
political assassination.
An Austrian archduke was
shot and killed by a Serb
patriot. Austria, backed by
Germany, then declared war
on Serbia.
Serbia, however, was backed
by Russia. Russia in turn,
had an agreement with
France, and that brought
France into the war —
against Germany. And
because the German Army
took the quickest route,
through Belgium, on its way
to France, Great Britain
became involved.
Confused? If not, you soon
will be.
Two months later, in
October, 1914, Turkey
joined Germany and
Austria. Bulgaria joined
them the following year.
Britain and France were
joined by Japan in late
August, 1914, by Italy

New weapons of war:
the submarine, the tank
and the aeroplane all
played an important part
in The Great War

in May, 1915, and by the
United States in April, 1917.
This conflict came to be
known as The Great War.
More soldiers were wounded
or killed than in any other
war before or since.
It was also the greatest
catastrophe Europe has ever
experienced. A whole
generation of young men —
8,700,000, to be exact — the
bravest and the best,
disappeared from the face
of the earth. The world was
never the same again.
WORDS
bolt from the blue – suddenly
and not expected (like a
thunderbolt coming out of a clear
blue sky)
catastrophe – terrible disaster
declared war on – said that it
was going to go to war against
faraway country – a country
that is far away
political assassination –
murder of a politician or head of
state (for political reasons)
wounded – injured; hurt
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Chapter 3

Disaster at Sea

T

he date was April
the 11th, 1912.
The time was 1.30
in the afternoon.
A great ship had been
anchored off Roche’s
Point on the west coast of
Ireland. But now the huge
engines started. It was
time to sail. On board the
ship 2,223 passengers
were looking forward to a
wonderful voyage. They
were going across the
Atlantic Ocean to the
United States.
As the ship steamed
slowly away from the
Irish coast, a young man
standing on the shore
grabbed his camera and
took a photograph. It was
to be the last photograph
ever taken of what was
then the greatest passenger ship in the world.
On that April day, the
ship, together with her
passengers and crew,
sailed into history.
It was the beginning of
the first — and last —
voyage of the Royal Mail
Steamship Titanic.
Several days later
she struck an iceberg.
Within hours she had
disappeared. She had
sunk in nearly 4,000
metres of water.

More than 1,500 of her
passengers died that night
in the icy waters of the
North Atlantic.
White Star Line, the
company which owned
the Titanic, had
introduced the modern
passenger ship in 1889.
The company’s new ships
had no sails. Instead, they
were powered by huge
steam engines. But when
news of the tragedy of the
Titanic reached Britain,
work on her sister ship,
the Britannic, was
stopped. It was important
to find out why the
Titanic had sunk.
When the shipbuilders
finally went back to
work, the design of the
Britannic had been
changed. White Star Line
was now putting safety
first.
The Britannic was
launched on February the
26th, 1914, almost two
years after the Titanic
disaster. White Star Line
planned to use her on the
Southampton to New
York route. She would
sail with her first passengers in the spring of 1915.
At least, that was the plan.
But in August 1914,
Europe went to war.

Titanic, Britannic and Olympic were the names of three
passenger ships belonging to the White Star Line.
The Titanic, the first of the three ships, was built
in Northern Ireland

Some months later the
Royal Navy took over the
Britannic. She was to be
used as a hospital ship.
By December the 12th,
1915, she was ready for
service in The Great War.
On board the Britannic
there was a complete

medical staff of doctors
and nurses. There was
also a crew of more than
600 men and women.
The Britannic sailed to
and from the Mediterranean. Usually, she sailed
with four other ships.
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Together the five ships
could carry more than
17,000 sick and wounded.
Some of the ships were
also used to transport
troops.
In November, 1916, the
Britannic started her sixth
and final voyage. After a
stopover in Italy, she
sailed into the Aegean
Sea off Greece. But on
the morning of Tuesday,
November the 21st, a
massive explosion rocked
the ship. The explosion
was probably caused by
a German torpedo or an
underwater mine. The
ship suffered a great deal
of damage below the
waterline. Within minutes
she began to sink.
However, unlike the
Titanic — which sank
nearly 4,000 metres
below the surface — the
Britannic sank in shallow
water. To this day she lies
on the seabed 100 metres
below the surface. And
that is how she was found
by the French underwater
explorer, Jacques Cousteau, in 1976.
Of the 1,100 people on
board the Britannic only
30 died. One of the many
who survived was Violet
Jessop. Amazingly, she
had also been a member
of the crew on the
Titanic. She is the only
person to survive both
disasters.
Even though the
Britannic was built with
safety in mind, the ship

sank in less than an hour.
But then, she was never
built to survive a mine
or a torpedo attack. She
was designed to take
passengers across the
Atlantic.
In the end, His Majesty’s
Hospital Ship Britannic
sank without ever transporting a single farepaying passenger.
WORDS
disaster – something which
causes great destruction or loss
of life
fare – charge or fee for
transportation
launched – the ship was put
into water (the ship was then
taken to another shipyard to be
‘fitted out’ and made ready for
passengers)
seabed – the sea floor; the
bottom of the sea
shallow – not deep
steamed – sailed under the
power of steam
stopover – short break in a
journey

Above: Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet in a scene
from the 1998 movie Titanic
Below: in another scene from Titanic, the sinking ship fires
rockets to signal for help. In real life these rockets were
seen by another ship but were thought to be just fireworks
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Chapter 4

Royal Century

L

ady Elizabeth
Bowes-Lyon was
born on August
the 4th, 1900. She was the
ninth and youngest child
of the Scottish Earl of
Strathmore. In 1923, she
married Prince Albert, the
future King George VI.
Their wedding took place
in Westminster Abbey in
London.
Over the next seven years,
this Anglo-Scottish
marriage resulted in the
birth of two children.
Princess Elizabeth was
born in 1926, and
Princess Margaret
in 1930.
Prince Albert and Lady Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon: the future King and Queen of Britain

In 1936, the history of the
British royal family
changed dramatically.
Edward VIII had been
king for less than a year
when he announced that
he wanted to marry the
woman he loved. In
normal circumstances this
would have been a happy
announcement. But on
this occasion there was
a major problem.

Left: the 1923 wedding of
Lady Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon
and Prince Albert. They are
the young couple in the
middle of the photograph
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The woman the King
loved was a divorced
American by the name
of Mrs Simpson.
At that time it was felt
that it was not right for
the monarch — the
king — to marry a
divorced woman. Edward,
however, refused to
change his mind. And
in order to marry Mrs
Simpson, he decided to
abdicate — to resign
as king.
King Edward’s
abdication in 1936
stunned the people of
Britain. But in May the
following year, they were
able to celebrate when
Edward’s younger
brother, Prince Albert,
was crowned as King
George VI.
The coronation of King
George in 1937 was the
last spectacular royal
event to take place before
the outbreak of World
War II. Two years later,
in 1939, the people of

Britain were locked in
a battle with Nazi
Germany. Night after
night, bombs rained down
on British towns and
cities. Each morning
brought new scenes of
death and destruction.
It was then that the King
and Queen inspired the
British people and won
their hearts.
At that time London was
being heavily bombed.
The King and Queen
were advised to leave the
city for a safer place. But
they decided to stay. They
wanted to be with the
people of London during
the bombing. By the time
peace came in 1945, the
Royal Family was more
popular than ever before.
WORDS
abdicate – stop being king or
queen and choose to hand over
that position to someone else
abdication – the act of giving up
the position of monarch (king or
queen)
Anglo-Scottish marriage –
marriage between an English
person and a Scottish person

Above: King George VI and Queen Elizabeth with their
daughters, Margaret (left) and Elizabeth (right). In 1953,
young Elizabeth was crowned Queen Elizabeth II.
Below: the heavy bombing of London from 1940 to 1941
came to be known as the ‘Blitz’. Each morning brought
new scenes of death and destruction. The royal couple
wanted to share the hardships of war together
with the people of London, and so they stayed in the city
announced – made something
known publicly
announcement – public
statement giving information
about something that has
happened or is going to happen
celebrate – feel happy
(and enjoy the occasion when
Prince Albert became King)
divorced – legally separated
from one’s husband or wife; a
divorced woman is someone
whose marriage has ended
dramatically – suddenly and
completely
Earl – type of British nobleman
hardships – difficulties
inspired – made the people feel
good and hopeful
major – very serious
monarch – king or queen

normal circumstances –
usually
on this occasion – at this
particular time
rained down – fell like rain
refused to change his mind –
would not change his decision
spectacular – very exciting and
impressive
stunned – surprised and
shocked
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Born to be King

W

hen World
War II ended
in 1945,
Britain was no longer the
world’s great superpower.
The country was
changing, and the Royal
Family too. It was at this
time of change that
Charles Philip Arthur
George — Prince
Charles — was born on
November the 14th, 1948.
His mother, Princess
Elizabeth, was 23 at the
time. Five years later, her
father, King George, died
at the age of 56. Elizabeth
was then crowned Queen.
This meant that the young
Prince Charles would one
day be King himself.
Charles went to school
in both Scotland and
England. In 1966, he
spent part of the school
year as an exchange

student at a school in
Australia.
Between 1967 and
1970, he studied at the
University of Cambridge.
From Cambridge he went
on to join the Royal Air
Force, and by 1971 he
was flying jet aircraft.
After leaving the Royal
Air Force, the Prince
spent time in the Royal
Navy. There he learned to
fly helicopters. He even
went on to work as a
pilot, flying from the
aircraft carrier HMS
Hermes. Before he left the
navy in 1975, the Prince
had had command
of his own ship.
But the date the world
remembers best is July
the 29th, 1981. It was
then that Prince Charles

Above: Prince Charles, the Prince of Wales
Below: Prince Charles married Lady Diana Spencer
in 1981

married Lady Diana
Spencer. Their wedding
was shown across the
world live on television.
The new royal couple,
Charles and Diana, were
soon Britain’s favourites.
In 1982, they became the
proud parents of their first
child, William. Two years
later, their second child
was born. His name is
Henry — better known as
Harry.

Sadly, things did not go
well for Charles and
Diana. The pressures of
public life proved too
much for the young and
immature Princess.
And the news media did
not help matters. They
were always trying to
comment on the young
couple’s private lives.
Eventually, Charles and
his princess divorced.
A short time later, Diana
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was killed in a tragic
accident in Paris.
Prince Charles continues
to be active in all areas
of public life in Britain.
He is especially interested
in the environment.
He believes that we all
have a duty to care for,
and to protect, our
world — for our children
and for all future
generations. The Prince
has made a television
programme on this
subject called The Earth
in Balance. And at his
country estate at
Highgrove, there is an
organic farm. In other
words, the farm is run
without using artificial
fertilisers or pesticides.
Charles is a man of

many talents, and of
many interests. When he
becomes King he will rule
over a very different
Britain. But he will also
be a very different kind of
king — the first British
king in the 21st century.
And the Britain he rules
over will be much
changed from the Britain
of the 20th century.
WORDS
(Britain’s) favourites – most
popular people
balance – situation in which all
the different things involved are
equal or correct in size, strength,
or importance; so, ‘The Earth in
Balance’ means that everything
is exactly as it should be
exchange student – student
from one country who changes
places with a student in another
country to go to school there
fertilisers – substances that are
spread on the ground to make
plants grow more successfully

Above: like most boys born into the royal family the
Prince has served in Britain’s Armed Forces
Below: the baby Prince being held by his favourite
grandmother, the late Queen Mother
future generations – the
people who will be born and live
in the future
immature – not fully developed
as an adult yet; not very
experienced
news media - radio, television,
and newspapers
organic – produced by or found
in plants or animals
organic farm – farm that uses
only natural animal and plant
products to fertilise the land
pesticides – chemicals which
farmers put on their crops to kill
harmful insects
pressures of public life –
heavy demands on their time
because of many public duties,
and because of everyone
always wanting to see them and
know all about them
the environment – the natural
world of land, sea, air, plants
and animals
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Chapter 5

The Funniest Man in the World

I

n the world of
entertainment, many
actors have created
memorable characters.
But few of them have
ever made such a lasting
impression as Charlie
Chaplin’s ‘little tramp’.
Charles Spencer Chaplin
was born on April the
16th, 1889, in London.
Both his parents were
music hall entertainers.
They were also very poor.
Their son’s childhood
became even more
difficult when his father
deserted the family.
But Charlie was a bright
and imaginative boy.
And he had the will to
succeed. By the age of
eight he was beginning to
make a career for himself

in show business.
In 1906, Chaplin joined
a company that toured
Britain performing
slapstick comedy. And
he was still with that company when it
travelled to the United
States in 1913.
While performing in Los
Angeles, Chaplin
received a visit from
Mack Sennett. Sennett
was the producer of a
hugely successful series
of comedy films starring
the Keystone Kops — a
group of hopelessly
useless policemen.
Sennett was very
impressed with Chaplin.
He persuaded him to stay
in the United States and
work at the Keystone
studios.
Born into a poor family in London in 1889, Charlie
Chaplin became rich and famous all over the world

In the following year,
1914, Chaplin made 35
films for Sennett. The
second of these films was
called Kid Auto Races
at Venice. In it, Chaplin
introduced the character
that was to make him one
of the most famous men
in the world. The character wore a bowler hat,
baggy trousers and boots

that were far too big for
him. He had a small
moustache under his nose
and carried a thin cane.
He walked with his feet
turned out and this made
him move in a comical
way.
This ‘little tramp’
character was at one and
the same time both funny
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and sad. He was perfect
for the silent screen and
was an immediate hit with
audiences throughout the
country.
Soon after the little tramp
appeared, Chaplin was
allowed to write and
direct all of his films.
From then on, there was
no stopping him.
As well as being a master
of timing and slapstick,
Charlie Chaplin was
constantly inventive,
always creating new gags
and situations for the
little tramp. Among the
many classic silent films
he made were Shoulder
Arms, in 1918,

Above: a scene from the 1925 film, The Gold Rush.
Chaplin’s ‘little tramp’ character turned him into one of the cinema’s first great stars.
It also earned him enough money and power to form a production company in the movie
business: the company was called ‘United Artists’
Below: Charlie as he looked in real life

The Kid, 1921, and The
Gold Rush, 1925. Even
though the ‘talkies’ —
films with sound —
arrived in the late 1920s,
the little tramp still
preferred to remain silent.

of the funniest films ever
made. For Chaplin,
it was also the last film
in which he played the
character that had made
him a huge star the world
over.

In the 1930s, Chaplin
made two of his greatest
films. One of these was a
love story called City
Lights. The second,
Modern Times, made fun
of machines and modern
society.
In the film, Chaplin
attacked the capitalist
system, in which goods
are produced on an
assembly-line. He played
the little man destroyed
by machinery, bad
working conditions, and
boredom. It is still one

His next film was The
Great Dictator. This was
made in 1940 when
Europe was at war with
Nazi Germany. In the
film Chaplin dropped the
little tramp character.
Instead, he played a
military dictator who was
very much like the Nazi
leader, Adolf Hitler.
Although he was thought
of as one of the funniest
men in the world, things
did not always go so well
for him.
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In the 1940s and 50s,
he had problems in his
private life. He also had
tax problems.
On top of this, it was
a difficult time for many
people in the entertainment business. There was
a lot of fear about
communists. Chaplin was
just one of a number of
actors who was accused
of being sympathetic
towards communism.
Because of these things,
Chaplin gradually became
unpopular in the United
States.
In 1952, Chaplin went
to London to present his
latest film, Limelight.
When he returned to the
United States he was told
he was not welcome.
The country he had lived
in for nearly forty years
rejected him. So, together
with his wife, Oona, and
their nine children, he
moved to the peace and
quiet of Switzerland.
Altogether, Chaplin made
81 movies. The last one
was made in 1967. Five
years later he was invited
back to the United States.
He received a special
Oscar or Academy
Award. The award was
for all the wonderful work
he had done. You could
say it was for being the
funniest man in the world.
And then, two years
before his death, in 1977,
he was honoured by his
own country — when the
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Queen made him Sir
Charles Chaplin.
WORDS
assembly-line – arrangement in
a factory where the product
passes from one worker to the
next until it is finished (usually
along a line)
baggy trousers – trousers that
were too big and loose
boredom – the state of being
bored, of having no enthusiasm
or interest in something
bright (boy) – quick to learn
cane – long narrow stick
(usually for use when walking)
capitalist system – system or
economy based on the
principles of capitalism, in which
property, business and industry
are owned by private individuals
and not by the state, and in
which companies compete with
each other to make a profit
comical – funny; causing
laughter
communism – belief that the
state should own and control the
means of producing everything,
and that everyone will do as
much as they can and get as
much as they need
communists – people who
believe in communism
constantly inventive – always
thinking of new stories and situations
deserted – left to live
elsewhere; also, did not leave
the family any money or support
dictator – a ruler with complete
power, especially power which
was obtained by force
dropped – did not use
gags – jokes, either spoken or
based on movement
gradually – slowly
hugely – very
imaginative – able to form ideas
of new or exciting things
immediate hit – a success very
quickly
lasting impression – a strong
(and memorable) effect
produced in people’s minds or
feelings; a memory of someone
or something that stays for a
long time
memorable characters –
characters who will be
remembered because they
are special or unusual
moustache – hair that grows on
a man’s upper lip
music hall – popular form of
entertainment in the theatre in
the early part of the 20th century
(it consisted mostly of a series of

Charlie Chaplin: one of the great characters
of the 20th century

performances by singers,
dancers, and comedians)
Oscar – nickname for the
Academy Award, a small gold
statuette given each year in the
United States for a particular
achievement in a film for the
cinema
persuaded him to stay – asked
him to stay and gave good
reasons for doing so
rejected him – didn’t want him
anymore
slapstick comedy – type of
comedy in which actors make
people laugh by behaving in a
foolish way such as falling over
or throwing things around
sympathetic – in this case,
showing understanding of and
believing in
the silent screen – in general,
films made before 1927; until
that time all films were silent,
and no words or music came
from the cinema screen
timing – skill to judge the best
moment at which to do
something

tramp – person with no home or
job who gets money by doing
occasional work or by begging
world of entertainment –
plays, films, television and radio
programmes that people watch
and listen to for pleasure

